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eurekalert.org yesterday Story Timeline:  one day
A team of University of Illinois at Chicago chemists, lead by
assistant  professor  Petr  Král  report  the ability  to  bend and
reshape graphene, opening up the possibility of  forming new
and  novel  devices  in  the  nanoscale.  They  use...
[read full story]                    
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Water droplets shape graphene
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brightsurf.com16 hrs ago

Water droplets shape graphene
nanostructures

sciencedaily.comyesterday
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Water droplets shape graphene nanostructures
brightsurf.com 16 hrs ago 
Graphene --  Chemists at the University of Illinois  at Chicago
say  it's  possible,  reporting  that  graphene can become quite
pliable using only a nanodroplet of water to do the job. Using
computer simulations, Král showed that...

          

Water Droplets Shape Graphene Nanostructures
redorbit.com 17 hrs ago 
Graphene --  A single-atom-thick sheet of  carbon,  like those
seen in pencil marks -- offers great potential for new types of
nanoscale devices,  if  a good way can be found to mold the
material into desired shapes.Chemists at the...

          

Using Nanodroplets of Water to Shape Graphene
azom.com 23 hrs ago 
Graphene --  a  single-atom-thick sheet of  carbon,  like those
seen in pencil marks -- offers great potential for new types of
nanoscale devices,  if  a good way can be found to mold the
material into desi...

          

Water droplets shape graphene nanostructures
physorg.com yesterday 
A single-atom-thick sheet of carbon, like those seen in pencil
marks  --  offers  great  potential  for  new types  of  nanoscale
devices, if a good way can be found to mold the material into
desired shapes. Chemists at the University...
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Graphene Becoming Pliable Using Nanodroplet of Water
azonano.com yesterday 
A single-atom-thick sheet of carbon, like those seen in pencil
marks  --  offers  great  potential  for  new types  of  nanoscale
devices, if a good way can be found to mold the material into
desired shapes. Chemists at the University...

         

Water Droplets Shape Graphene Nanostructures
newswise.com yesterday 
A team of University of Illinois at Chicago chemists, lead by
assistant  professor  Petr  Kral  report  the ability  to  bend and
reshape graphene, opening up the possibility of  forming new
and novel devices in the nanoscale. They use...

         

Water droplets shape graphene nanostructures
sciencedaily.com yesterday 
A team of  chemists  reports  the ability  to bend and reshape
graphene, opening up the possibility of forming new and novel
devices  in  the  nanoscale.  They  use  an  everyday  household
ingredient to perform the work -- a droplet of...
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